
 

 

 

 

To the NeoTrader Family, 

2021 was an exciting year for us at NeoTrader, right from launching various 
new versions to our software, developing new strategies to adding to our 
family in a large way. It has truly been a wonderful experience serving the 
entire community and we we feel thankful and blessed to be given this 
opportunity to serve you – our valued clients – in the best possible way. 
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It is that time of the year when everyone takes out the crystal ball and does 
some intense gazing into the future, to see what the New Year shall behold 
for us. But as the saying goes, we need to know where we-are to know 
where we need to go. So, the first thing to do before looking into 2022, is to 
take stock of what happened in 2021 and how it is going to impact what is to 
come ahead. 

Undoubtedly, 2021 has been one of the best years for those in the markets. It 
has been particularly great for all those who entered the markets in the last 
18 months, for, they have seen only a strong bullish trend. For many, dreams 
have come true (one guy in Nasik even named his newly built house Share 
Market chi kripa) and for many other old timers, the rapid revival in their 
portfolio values has certainly been something of a joy. The values had taken 
a dive after 2018 and by 2020 the beating was pretty severe. Many quit the 
market during that time, believing that the pandemic would run riot.  

But to the complete surprise of everyone, the last 18 months has been an 
astounding rally, whether in India or anywhere else in the world! India has 
been one of the top performers and even though the Nifty has doubled (and 
more) from the lows seen in Mar20, the earnings have managed to catch up 
and therefore the valuations have not really got into any kind of stretch.  

This had two ramifications. For those entering new, the going was 
absolutely great. For the older players, steeped in history and expecting the 
market to be „normal‟ at some time or the other and pull into a decent 
reaction, they became a disappointed lot (to some extent) as they kept 
liquidating some of their holdings “to play it safe” as they put it. However, 
each of those „play safe‟ decisions blew up in their faces as the market kept 
moving higher until October 21 where it clocked a high near 18600 levels.  

By that time of course some complacence had set in (particularly among 
the new set), and people missed the decent correction of close to 12% (with 
small cap dropping by nearly 18%). This was the „I told you so‟ moment for 
the old timers while it was a first jarring experience for the new entrants. But 
those that had entered earlier continued to see it as a correction to buy into 
and hence the liquidation has been quite limited, ensuring that the trends 
didn‟t really collapse around any of us. Here I can‟t resist a I told you 
moment of my own! Writing these columns in October, I had made a 
statement that the high of that month will not be exceeded till the end of 
the year. So far so good.  

Now of course, the big question is whether the 12% fall from the high has 
threatened the uptrend. There are many to call for declines or 
consolidations ahead. Many point the finger at the FII selling and tout the 



 

 

big numbers announced. But I read a contesting view to that where it was 
highlighted that the real numbers are quite different and according to Sebi 
numbers, it is actually only about a third of what is popularly believed. It also 
appears that if one combines the money flowed into the IPO markets, then 
the FIIs are net positive for the year! Now that is something to put in your 
pipe and smoke! Since these are official figures coming out of Sebi etc., we 
have to consider them authentic.  

So it seems that the FII selling tripping the trends up and that it would lead 
to some major declines appears to be a bit of a bogey.  

 The smart set (so called) has spent much of the recent rise exiting their 
positions and waiting on cash to buy in. The recent pullback was one such. 
Was that used to buy in? I don‟t know. FII reallocation may come in the New 
Year, but will it? I don‟t know. DII may continue to buy, will they? I don‟t 
know. These are other patterns that we all base our projections on. 

But one thing I do know. And that is that Retail is coming in substantial 
numbers. And they are binging on mid and small caps. So that is the area I 
do expect to do well in the year ahead. The tail shall therefore wag the dog 
this time, I feel. So, index moves may not be so great but stocks may do very 
well.  

Most of us, trade stocks. So, looks like good times are ahead. Being prepared 
is an important part of spotting opportunities. This is my way of preparing. If 
it works, great. If it doesn‟t, well that is fine too. We will just go on to the next 
set of patterns.  

Analyse. Implement. Rinse. Repeat.  

Best wishes to all readers for a prosperous and healthy 2022. 

  



 

 

 

Strategy Spotlight 
A Note on Option Trades and the lapsed mechanism 
 

A question that pops up often in our Q&A webinars is what to do once the 
option trade goes to lapse. This is something that I would like to clear out in 
this note and also share the logic behind it. 

First things first – the moment a trade shows lapse – just EXIT!  

The lapse mechanism Is an inbuilt risk management system, that is designed 
to take you out a trade once the probability of the trade working in your favour 
reduces.  

Now specifically talking about option trades.  

Option long trades demand some momentum and acceleration to turn 
successful. But over the last few sessions, the momentum had dropped 
sharply leading to a drop in Implied Volatility too. In such a period it is 
unfavourable to be present in long option trades, So NeoTrader is configured 
to exit a trade through the Lapse mechanism (a kind of a Time stop).  

This is particularly useful as options are wasting assets as they whittle thru 
time.  Hence, we have programmed time stops too.  

These facets occur every once in a while, and are designed to protect the users 
from decaying market conditions by taking you out of the trade before you 
might incur any potential big loss.  Our overall track record remains bright so 
far in December though with 225 stocks hittingT2 147 stocks hitting T3 and 102 
stocks hitting T1 and an overall success ratio of 54% for this month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What’s New in NeoTrader 
The NeoTrader Club 

 

We have launched the NeoTrader club which is a complete profit making eco 
system for trader where you can 360-degree support to go from a normal trader 
to a professional trader. i.e., a NEOTRADER. It includes Training, Weekly meet ups 
and discussion/ Handholding on the market and access to the cutting-edge 
technology which is - (NeoTrader) 

The Club will be a separate offering which both existing and new users can 
subscribe too for a nominal fee.  

ON subscribing to the club there are training programs included, recordings of 
sessions and trading view templates and many exclusive add-ons  

 

 



 

 

NeoTrader Saturday Spotlight 
(Exclusive for NeoTrader Club Members)  
 

We will be coming live on Saturdays and actually analysing along with you – hand 
in hand – how the market fared. So you can get your learning and get money 
making ideas out of this secession and be super supported in the market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Wednesday Wisdom worth Rs. 21000 
(Exclusive for NeoTrader Club Members) 
 

 

 
Fortnightly Group LIVE sessions on Industry Updates & LIVE Q&A with Experts 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Performance Report 2021 

Intraday Trades 

 

Overnight Trades 

 
 
Multiday Trades 

 



 

 

Positional Trades 

 

Index Trades 

Options Trades  

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Client Speak 
Sharing some of the conversations our Neotrader users are having on the 
Premium whatsapp group. 


